145e-10 below the capsular layer. Another potential mechanism of microbial

virulence is the ability of some organisms to present the capsule as an
apparent self antigen through molecular mimicry. For example, the
polysialic acid capsule of group B N. meningitidis is chemically identical to an oligosaccharide found on human brain cells.
Immunochemical studies of capsular polysaccharides have led to an
appreciation of the tremendous chemical diversity that can result from
the linking of a few monosaccharides. For example, three hexoses can
link up in more than 300 different, potentially serologically distinct
ways, while three amino acids have only six possible peptide combinations. Capsular polysaccharides have been used as effective vaccines
against meningococcal meningitis as well as against pneumococcal
and H. influenzae infections and may prove to be of value as vaccines
against any organisms that express a nontoxic, immunogenic capsular
polysaccharide. In addition, most encapsulated pathogens become
virtually avirulent when capsule production is interrupted by genetic
manipulation; this observation emphasizes the importance of this
structure in pathogenesis. It is noteworthy that the capsule-like surface
polysaccharide PNAG has been found as a conserved structure shared
by many microbes but generally is a poor target for antibody-mediated
immunity because of the propensity of most humans and animals—all
colonized by PNAG-producing microbes—to produce a nonprotective type of antibody. Altering the structure of PNAG by removing
the acetate substituents on the N-acetylglucosamine monomers yields
an immunogenic form, deacetylated PNAG, that reportedly induces
antibodies that protect animals against diverse microbial pathogens.

PART 8
Infectious Diseases

Host Response The inflammatory response of the host is critical for
interruption and resolution of the infectious process but is often
responsible for the signs and symptoms of disease. Infection promotes a complex series of host responses involving the complement,
kinin, and coagulation pathways. The production of cytokines such
as IL-1, IL-18, TNF-α, IFN-γ, and other factors regulated in part by
the NF-κB transcription factor leads to fever, muscle proteolysis,
and other effects. An inability to kill or contain the microbe usually
results in further damage due to the progression of inflammation and
infection. For example, in many chronic infections, degranulation of
host inflammatory cells can lead to release of host proteases, elastases,
histamines, and other toxic substances that can degrade host tissues.
Chronic inflammation in any tissue can lead to the destruction of that
tissue and to clinical disease associated with loss of organ function,
such as sterility from pelvic inflammatory disease caused by chronic
infection with N. gonorrhoeae.
The nature of the host response elicited by the pathogen often
determines the pathology of a particular infection. Local inflammation
produces local tissue damage, while systemic inflammation, such as
that seen during sepsis, can result in the signs and symptoms of septic
shock. The severity of septic shock is associated with the degree of
production of host effectors. Disease due to intracellular parasitism
results from the formation of granulomas, wherein the host attempts
to wall off the parasite inside a fibrotic lesion surrounded by fused

epithelial cells that make up so-called multinucleated giant cells. A
number of pathogens, particularly anaerobic bacteria, staphylococci,
and streptococci, provoke the formation of an abscess, probably
because of the presence of zwitterionic surface polysaccharides such as
the capsular polysaccharide of Bacteroides fragilis. The outcome of an
infection depends on the balance between an effective host response
that eliminates a pathogen and an excessive inflammatory response
that is associated with an inability to eliminate a pathogen and with the
resultant tissue damage that leads to disease.
TRANSMISSION TO NEW HOSTS
As part of the pathogenic process, most microbes are shed from the
host, often in a form infectious for susceptible individuals. However,
the rate of transmissibility may not necessarily be high, even if the disease is severe in the infected individual, as these traits are not linked.
Most pathogens exit via the same route by which they entered: respiratory pathogens by aerosols from sneezing or coughing or through salivary spread, gastrointestinal pathogens by fecal-oral spread, sexually
transmitted diseases by venereal spread, and vector-borne organisms
by either direct contact with the vector through a blood meal or indirect contact with organisms shed into environmental sources such as
water. Microbial factors that specifically promote transmission are not
well characterized. Respiratory shedding is facilitated by overproduction of mucous secretions, with consequently enhanced sneezing and
coughing. Diarrheal toxins such as cholera toxin, E. coli heat-labile
toxins, and Shigella toxins probably facilitate fecal-oral spread of
microbial cells in the high volumes of diarrheal fluid produced during infection. The ability to produce phenotypic variants that resist
hostile environmental factors (e.g., the highly resistant cysts of E. histolytica shed in feces) represents another mechanism of pathogenesis
relevant to transmission. Blood parasites such as Plasmodium species
change phenotype after ingestion by a mosquito—a prerequisite for
the continued transmission of this pathogen. Venereally transmitted
pathogens may undergo phenotypic variation due to the production
of specific factors to facilitate transmission, but shedding of these
pathogens into the environment does not result in the formation of
infectious foci.
SUMMARY
In summary, the molecular mechanisms used by pathogens to colonize, invade, infect, and disrupt the host are numerous and diverse.
Each phase of the infectious process involves a variety of microbial
and host factors interacting in a manner that can result in disease.
Recognition of the coordinated genetic regulation of virulence factor
elaboration when organisms move from their natural environment
into the mammalian host emphasizes the complex nature of the
host-parasite interaction. Fortunately, the need for diverse factors in
successful infection and disease implies that a variety of therapeutic
strategies may be developed to interrupt this process and thereby to
prevent and treat microbial infections.

